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Abstract  

Recent years have seen a surge in plant genome sequencing projects and the comparison of 

multiple related individuals. The high degree of genomic variation observed led to the 

realisation that single reference genomes do not represent the diversity within a species, and 

led to the expansion of the pan-genome concept. Pan-genomes represent the genomic 

diversity of a species and includes core genes, found in all individuals, as well as variable 

genes which are absent in some individuals. Variable gene annotations often show similarities 

across plant species, with genes for biotic and abiotic stress commonly enriched within 

variable gene groups. Here we review the growth of pan-genomics in plants, explore the 

origins of gene presence/absence variation and show how pan-genomes can support plant 

breeding and evolution studies. 

Pan-genomes in plants: beginnings and current status 

The concept of pan-genomes was first developed in bacteria in 20051, where the sequencing 

of several isolates of Streptococcus agalactiae revealed a core genome represented by 80% 

of S. agalactiae genes, with the other 20% being absent in at least one isolate1. However, it 

took almost 10 years for plant pan-genomes to be constructed after the initial bacterial pan-

genome work. This was partially due to the expense of data generation, but also the 

expectation that there would be very little gene presence/absence variation (PAV) in higher 

organisms which do not exchange genetic material as freely as bacteria2. The first publication 

to apply the term pan-genome in plants appeared in 2007, where it described short variable 

regions in the rice and maize genomes3. However, the extent of gene presence/absence was 

not understood at that time due to lack of accurate whole genome assemblies for multiple 

individuals of the same species. However, as DNA sequencing costs declined, it became 

feasible to undertake whole genome comparisons within species, and three general 

approaches for pan-genome assembly were developed4,5 (Figure 1). The first method 

developed was the whole genome assembly and comparison, where the genomes of multiple 

individuals are assembled and then compared. This was later complemented by the iterative 

assembly and presence/absence variation calling approach, where genomic reads from 

multiple individuals are aligned to a reference, and non-aligning reads assembled and added 

to the growing pan-genome reference. Subsequent remapping of all reads to the pan-genome 

permits PAV calling across the population. More recently there have been rapid developments 

in graph based pan-genome assembly, where a graph representing genomic diversity and 

conservation is constructed6. 



The first two approaches are highly complementary, with whole genome assembly and 

comparison providing important structural and gene position information, while the iterative 

assembly approach permits extension to very large numbers of individuals, the identification 

of rare genes, and the distribution of presence/absence variation in a population. The graph 

assembly approach has been used routinely in bacteria but is only now becoming feasible in 

more complex genomes due to improvements in long read DNA sequencing.  

Each of these approaches carries their own benefits and drawbacks: for example, iterative 

assembly does not differentiate between extreme sequence divergence at a locus and the 

insertion/deletion of sequences, while the whole genome assembly approach cannot 

differentiate between real genome diversity between individuals and the common errors and 

variation observed in assembly and annotation methods. Graph based pan-genomes are likely 

to represent the future of plant pan-genomics, however the requirement of significant 

quantities of high quality long read data, as well as methodological constraints in the form of 

large computational memory requirements limits their current application to relatively few 

individuals and small genomes.  

There has been a rapid growth of plant pan-genome studies (Figure 2, Table 1). The first 

published plant pan-genome was based on a comparison of whole genome assemblies for 

seven wild soybean individuals7 and found variable genes linked with seed composition, 

flowering and maturity time, organ size and biomass, and additional copies of disease 

resistance genes in the wild Glycine soja which are not present in domesticated G. max. An 

earlier study examined 18 Arabidopsis thaliana accessions, but mostly compared gene 

expression and protein isoforms rather than gene presence/absence8.  At the same time as 

the soybean whole genome assemblies, another publication examined a small rice pan-

genome based on three divergent accessions9, finding a deletion in the S5 hybrid sterility locus 

in one cultivar, and presence/absence variation in the submergence tolerance gene Sub1A. 

Subsequent whole genome assembly and comparison studies include the recent comparison 

of eight de novo assembled B. napus genomes10, where two PAVs were associated with 

flowering time, with both representing hAT retrotransposon insertions within known flowering 

time genes. Another study in A. thaliana based on seven assemblies found non-syntenic 

hotspots of rearrangements (HOTs) associated with tandem duplications11. These HOTs 

undergo reduced meiotic recombination, contain fewer genes, and are significantly enriched 

for disease resistance genes. Due to the absence of high quality genome assemblies for 

several individuals of a species, mining for HOTs is currently not possible in other plant 

species, and any link between HOTs and variable disease resistance remains to be validated. 



Due to the cost of generating high quality assemblies for multiple individuals, several pan-

genome studies have applied the iterative mapping and assembly approach4, including 

Brassica oleracea, based on 10 individuals12, bread wheat based on 18 individuals13, and 

canola based on 53 individuals14. These early plant pan-genome studies produced two major 

findings, that there is a large variable gene content in each of the species studied (15 to 40%), 

and that the genes which display presence/absence variation are frequently annotated with 

predicted functions associated with biotic and abiotic stress tolerance.  

Subsequent studies include a pan-genome representing 54 Brachypodium distachyon 

individuals which identified an additional 7,135 genes, and found that some variable genes 

are core within subpopulations, thereby perpetuating population structure15. A pan-genome of 

sesame (Sesamum indicum) was assembled using five individuals16 which enabled a genomic 

comparison between old and modern sesame cultivars, suggesting that pan-genomes can 

help track genes which change in frequency during domestication and breeding. In a recent 

pan-genome study of 89 pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan) individuals17, the variable genes were 

used for association analysis and three genes were found to be associated with seed weight, 

suggesting that PAVs can complement SNPs for trait association. 

With the growing interest in pan-genome studies, there has been an increased interest in the 

distribution of variable genes in populations. For example, a rice pan-genome study examined 

gene variation across 66 representatives from a collection of 1,083 Oryza sativa and 446 wild 

O. rufipogon accessions18 and found 10,783 newly identified genes that were at least partially 

missing in the reference assembly. These included genes previously shown to be 

agronomically important; linked with submergence tolerance and phosphorus deficiency 

tolerance, confirming earlier observations based on three rice accessions9. A pan-genome 

study in tomato examined variation across 725 diverse lines19, and identified an additional 

4,873 genes, many of which were linked with disease resistance, along with a rare allele linked 

with tomato flavour which was selected against during domestication, but reappeared in 

modern tomato cultivars due to wild introgressions. A recent pan-genome study in soybean 

combined assembly of 26 lines with resequencing data from a diverse set of 2,896 to examine 

diversity associated with agronomic traits20.  

Impact of pan-genomes on plant biology  

The individuals selected for reference genome sequencing are frequently chosen for historic 

reasons, for example in bread wheat, Chinese Spring was selected because the standard 

karyotype system was developed using this cultivar21. However the gene content of Chinese 

Spring was found to be very different from modern varieties, with the first bread wheat pan-



genome study finding 12,150 genes present in all 18 re-sequenced modern varieties but 

absent from Chinese Spring13. Use of a single reference can impact our understanding of the 

genomic basis of traits, for example, the wheat rust resistance gene Lr49 shows significant 

structural variation between varieties22. Moving to the use of pan-genomes as references will 

improve a broad range of genomic analysis. For example, using a pan-genome reference 

improves short read mapping accuracy compared to using a single reference, resulting in 

higher quality variant calls and more accurate gene expression quantification12,23,24. 

Delineating plant species based on gene content remains a challenge, particularly considering 

the significant gene presence/absence variation between individuals of a species. However, 

as pan-genomes are developed for an increasing number of species, our greater 

understanding of gene conservation and loss may assist in defining species level differences 

in gene content. 

Beyond basic biology, an understanding of gene presence/absence variation can support 

applications for crop improvement. Crop wild relatives (CWRs) often contain a broader 

repertoire of genes and provide a valuable source of genetic diversity which can be applied 

for crop breeding, with as much as 30% of the increases in crop yield during the late 20th 

century being attributed to the use of CWRs in plant breeding programs25. Pangenomic 

analysis allows us to examine gene retention and loss during domestication and breeding26, 

supporting the characterisation of lost diversity and the potential to reintroduce genes into 

modern varieties. For example, gene loss linked with flavour which occurred during tomato 

domestication in South America and Mesoamerica has since been reintroduced into modern 

cultivars19,27. Studies of gene distribution across wild species in different environments could 

support the breeding of crop plants with greater adaptation to diverse environments and 

resilience to climate change.  

Functional analysis of variable genes across plant pan-genomes suggests that they are 

enriched for those related to responses to abiotic and biotic stress, especially disease 

resistance, as there is a fitness cost associated with disease resistance genes28. The 

variability of disease resistance genes is observed in monocots, such as wheat13, as well as 

in dicots such as B. napus14, B. oleracea12 and tomato19, and similar observations are even 

being reported in the human pan-genome29,30. These observations have led to the concept of 

the pan-NLRome, a pan-genome study that focuses exclusively on nucleotide binding leucine 

rich repeat receptor (NLR) disease resistance genes31, which so far has only been carried out 

in A. thaliana where it was found that just 37 out of 64 accessions were sufficient to recover 

90% of the predicted NLR gene content. Disease resistance genes are often organised in 

tightly linked physical clusters32-35, some of which are highly variable36-40. Differences between 



clustered and unclustered disease resistance genes are likely due to unequal crossing over 

and meiotic instability caused by paralogous copies in these clusters41 which occurs only for 

some groups of disease resistance genes (type I), while type II disease resistance genes show 

infrequent genomic changes in B. oleracea42, similar to observations in A. thaliana31.  

While the variable gene fraction tends to be enriched for disease resistance genes, this is not 

the case in all plant species. For example, the Amborella pan-genome contains relatively few 

disease resistance genes and these tend to be core genes (Haifei Hu, personal 

communication), a fact which may reflect the unusual geographic location and evolutionary 

history of this species. Variable genes are also often associated with abiotic stress and 

environmental adaptation12,13, suggesting that these genes may support future crop breeding 

strategies. 

Origin of variable genes in plants 

While the prevalence of gene presence/absence variation is firmly established, the origin of 

variable genes is relatively poorly understood. Several mechanisms of gene gain and loss, 

which could contribute to variable gene generation, have been described in plants (Figure 3). 

New genes can be gained via whole genome duplications (WGDs), local tandem duplications, 

TE mediated duplications, segmental duplications, introgression from related species, 

horizontal gene transfer and de novo gene birth43-45. Genes can also be lost due to deletions, 

for example mediated by intra-chromosomal recombination and pseudogenization43,46,47. 

Analysis of plant pan-genomes allows a more complete picture of the relative contributions of 

different mechanisms of gain and loss to the overall species gene content, and provide an 

understanding of how selection may lead to changes in the frequency of variable genes. 

Polyploid species seem to have a greater proportion of variable genes than diploids, however 

there are currently few polyploid pan-genomes available to confirm this trend. Variable gene 

content in allopolyploids can be shaped by dominant sub-genomes, as observed between sub-

genomes in strawberry48 and canola10,14,49, with dominant sub-genomes hosting a greater 

proportion of core genes. Whole genome duplications result in doubling of the entire gene 

complement and are often followed by gene loss, also known as fractionation. For example, 

the Brassica lineage underwent a whole genome triplication (WGT) event followed by 

differential fractionation, resulting in three sub-genomes (LF – least fractionated, MF1 – more 

fractionated 1 and MF2 – more fractionated 2)50,51. Subsequent analysis of the B. oleracea 

pan-genome revealed a significant association between the sub-genome assignment and the 

proportion of variable genes, with LF harbouring the least and MF2 the most variable genes52. 

The sub-genomic location of variable genes in Brassica likely correlates with rate of gene loss, 



even on very short evolutionary scales, and impacts intraspecies variation. However, the 

majority of B. oleracea variable genes were not assigned to sub-genomes52, reflecting a similar 

observation in Brachypodium, where variable genes were shown to be less syntenic with 

orthologous regions of other grasses, suggesting that they are more likely to evolve outside of 

syntenic blocks15. A pan-genome study of sesame, which underwent a WGD approximately 

70 MYA, aimed to identify the origin of core and variable genes. Almost half of the core genes 

and only ~10% of the variable genes could be traced to WGD. The low proportion of variable 

genes attributed to WGD origin reflects that many are not found in syntenic blocks. A similar 

proportion of the core and variable genes (~10%) could be assigned to local tandem 

duplications, suggesting that for sesame, tandem duplications are not a significant source of 

variable genes, although line specific variations do exist16. 

Homoeologous exchange (HE) in amphipolyploid plants are another common cause of gene 

presence/absence variation14,53. Brassica napus is one species in which extensive HEs have 

been observed and linked to phenotypic variation14,49,54,55. It has been suggested that 

directionally biased homoeologous exchanges, such as observed in B. napus, where 

replacement of A genome with C genome is more common, can lead to sub-genome 

dominance53, which has been observed for several other species including polyploid 

strawberry48, wheat56-58, coffee59, and cotton60, as well as the non-crop species 

monkeyflower61. Analysis of the B. napus pan-genome revealed two types of gene PAV 

events: non-HE PAV, where individual genes are variable, and HE-PAV where longer 

stretches of consecutive genes are absent due to the exchange of large genomic segments14. 

Plant pan-genome studies have highlighted the role of transposable elements (TEs) in the 

generation of genic diversity. The link between TEs, gene presence/absence variation and 

gene movement has been long acknowledged46,62-64, however recent pan-genome studies 

have enabled a more fine grained view of the impact of TEs on gene variability, suggesting 

that intraspecies TE dynamics could be an important contributor to variable gene birth and 

loss15,46. Variable B. napus disease resistance genes identified by Hurgobin, et al. 14 tend to 

be co-located with transposable elements39, and a similar association between TEs and 

variable genes was observed in Brachypodium15 and B. oleracea12,39. Additionally, a B. napus 

pan-genome based on whole genome assembly of eight individuals has revealed a role of 

variable TEs in agronomic traits10. TE activity has been associated with genome reshuffling 

since Barbara McClintock’s discovery of moveable genetic elements in maize65, and since 

then, many examples of TEs leading to gene PAV have been discovered, including in 

Arabidopsis64 and maize46. Future pan-genome studies will assist our understanding of this 

TE-PAV association, for example investigating whether certain TE families are more likely to 



be associated with PAV and whether these relationships are universal or species specific. 

Methods to predict and classify TEs in genome assemblies are constantly improving66-68 and 

this will provide a greater understanding of the role of TEs in gene variability. 

One relatively underexplored source of variable genes is de novo gene birth69. A recent 

comparative analysis of 13 closely related Oryza genomes identified 175 de novo open 

reading frames in the focal species O. sativa subspecies japonica, providing support for the 

role of de novo gene birth in the generation of proteome diversity. It has also been suggested 

that long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), which tend to be evolutionarily younger than protein 

coding genes and display higher tissue specificity70, may provide a reservoir for the synthesis 

of new proteins71. In Oryza, 91% of the de novo genes identified originated from non-coding 

transcripts44. Detailed annotation and analysis of lncRNAs may therefore extend the repertoire 

of plant variable genes and provide candidates for the identification of newly evolving proteins.  

Prospects and future directions  

Pan-genome studies have been supported by the increasing availability of genome sequence 

data, and this will continue with the rapid improvements in the quality and the reducing cost of 

long read sequence data. An increase in understanding the impact of variable genes may lead 

to single reference assemblies becoming redundant, with the pan-genome increasingly 

becoming the new reference, providing broad insights into evolution, selection and in particular 

the functionality of genomes.  

One of the challenges of pan-genome analysis is the storage and visualisation of pan-genome 

data. Abundant long read sequence data supports the application of pan-genome variation 

graphs, which store variations for entire populations, such as implemented in vg72 or MGR73. 

There is a need to establish standards for genome structure and annotation which 

accommodate structural genome variation. In plant breeding populations, a step forward is the 

use of practical haplotype graphs for the scalable construction of pan-genomes74. These 

graphs rely on a reference genome coordinate system and use genes to anchor sequences, 

allowing them to avoid challenges in aligning repetitive and highly divergent regions. 

Methods for the accurate and consistent functional annotation of genes and genomes are 

significantly lagging behind approaches for their assembly, and the role of many variable 

genes remains unknown. We do know that variable genes share certain properties, including 

being less likely to be syntenic, evolving under reduced evolutionary constraints and having 

lower expression levels12,15,75. Improving our understanding of the functions and interactions 

between the core and variable genes will significantly add value to pan-genome studies. One 



possible approach involves integrative genomics methodologies, which aim to link properties 

of genes such as expression level, connectivity in biological networks, and sequence 

conservation to their function76,77 to gain a broader understanding of their potential function. 

The majority of pan-genome studies to date have focussed on the genic portion of the genome, 

however genomic regions outside of genes explain a substantial proportion of phenotypic 

variance in crops78. This suggests that many important agronomic traits may be determined 

by changes in gene regulation rather than gene PAV. For example, regions found to be under 

selection in the tomato pan-genome include a promoter associated with fruit flavour19. 

Combined with epigenomic functional annotations of regulators, pan-genomes provide a rich 

resource to mine for regulatory sequence variation that can be harnessed in breeding. 

Recently, prokaryotic pan-genomes have crossed species and even phyla boundaries, 

including one study using 7,104 genomes from ten prokaryotic phyla79. Due to the small size 

of haploid prokaryotic genomes such studies are computationally feasible. In plants however, 

currently no pan-genome has crossed the genus boundary, likely due to computational and 

financial constraints. As sequencing costs continue to fall and computational power rises, plant 

pan-genome studies are likely to expand beyond the species level, to where we can start to 

connect pan-genomes on the genus, or even the family level, allowing us to ask questions 

such as what gene content is required to make a legume, and eventually being able to predict 

and characterise the gene content of all plant species, knowledge which will revolutionise 

future genome studies. Such wide pan-genomes will allow us to answer an age old question, 

what genes make a plant? 

 



Table 1. Summary of plant pan-genome studies 

Year 
published Approach Species 

Domestication 
status Ploidy 

Number of 
accessions 

Pangenome 
genes 

Core genome 
(% genes / 

gene clusters) 

Number of 
dispensable 
genes / gene 

clusters missing 
from reference 

(cultivar) Refs 

2014 

de novo Brassica rapa crop Diploid 3 
41,858 
genes 87 2,830 (Chiifu) 

80 

de novo 
Glycine soya 
(soybean) wild 

Tetraploid 
(diploidized) 7 

59,080 gene 
clusters 49 NA 

81 

de novo Oryza sativa crop Diploid 3 
39,891 
genes 92 

1,300 
(Nipponbare) 

82 

de novo 
transcriptome Zea mays (maize) crop 

Tetraploid 
(diploidized) 503 

41,903 
transcripts 39 8,681 (B73) 

83 

2015 
de novo 
(metagenome 
assembly) 

Oryza sativa 
(indica/japonica) crop Diploid 1483 NA 

Additional 
genes found 
(8991/6366) 

8,000 
(Nipponbare) 

84 

2016 

iterative 
assembly Brassica oleracea crop Diploid 10 

61,379 
genes 81 6,922 (TO1000) 

85 

read mapping 
(no assembly) Populus (poplar) wild Diploid 7 NA <90 NA 

86 

2017 
de novo 

Brachypodium 
distachyon (stiff 
brome) wild Diploid 54 

37,886 
genes 55 7,135 (Bd21) 

87 

de novo 
Medicago 
truncatula wild Diploid 15 

75,000 gene 
clusters 33 38,000 (HM101) 

88 

iterative 
assembly 

Triticum aestivum 
(bread wheat) crop Hexaploid 19 

139,747 
genes 64 

12,150 (Chinese 
Spring) 

13 



2018 
 

iterative 
assembly Brassica napus crop Tetraploid 53 

94,013 
genes 62 13,633 (Darmor) 

89 

iterative 
assembly 

Capsicum 
(pepper) crop Diploid 383 

51,757 
genes 56 6,984 (Zunla‐1) 

90 

iterative 
assembly 

Oryza 
sativa/Oryza 
rufipogon crop Diploid 67 

42,580 
genes 62 

10,872 
(Nipponbare) 

91 

map-to-pan Oryza sativa (rice) crop Diploid 3010 
48,098 
genes 54–62 

12,465 
(Nipponbare) 

92 

2019 
 

de novo 
Sesamum indicum 
(sesame) 

under-utilized 
crop Diploid 5 

26,472 gene 
clusters 58 

3,084 
(Zhongzhi13) 

93 

iterative 
assembly 

Helianthus 
annuus 
(sunflower) crop Diploid 493 

61,205 
genes 83 

17,061 (HA412-
HO) 

94 

iterative 
assembly 

Solanum 
lycopersicum 
(tomato) crop Diploid 725 

40,369 
genes 74 

4,873 (Heinz 
1706) 

95 

2020 
 

de novo 
Brassica napus 
(oilseed rape) crop Tetraploid 9 

105,672 
gene 
clusters 56 5,912 (Darmor) 

96 

de novo Juglans (walnut) wild Diploid 6 
26,458 gene 
clusters 55 NA 

97 

de novo, graph 
Glycine max 
(soybean) crop Diploid 29 

57,492 gene 
clusters 50 26,676 (ZH13) 

98 
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Figure Legends 



Figure 1: Comparison of pangenome approaches. a) Alignment of reads from multiple 
samples to a reference is followed by assembly of unaligned reads into novel contigs. By 
adding these novel contigs to the original reference sequence, a pangenome reference can 
be constructed. Dispensable regions are determined based on mapping all reads back to the 
pangenome. b) De novo assembly of the genomes of multiple accessions allows whole 
genome alignment approaches to identify dispensable genomic regions. c) A pangenome 
graph can be constructed from whole genome alignments or by de novo graph assembly, 
and efficiently stores variant information of dispensable regions as unique paths through the 
graph. 

Figure 2: Number of times the terms ‘pangenome’ or ‘pan-genome’ are mentioned in Europe 
Pubmed Central from the first mention in Tettelin et al. 2008 to 2019. 

Figure 3: Four sources for novel genes. A) Whole Genome Duplication, in which a genome 
is completely duplicated leading to a duplicated set of genes. After the WGD event, genes 
are slowly lost. B) Tandem duplication, in which a region is locally duplicated leading to 
neighbouring identical gene copies. C) transposable element (TE) mediated insertion, in 
which a transposon carries copies of genes into other regions of the genome. D) de novo 
gene birth, in which novel open reading frames are created from other gene fragments or 
non-coding regions. E) segmental duplication, where an entire region is duplicated in the 
genome. F) Introgression, where a genomic region from the same or closely related species 
is introgressed. G) Horizontal gene transfer, where a genomic region from a different species 
or even different kingdom is introgressed. 

 


